Coronavirus Update 3

Tuesday 24th. March 2020

In the light of the Ministerial Announcement yesterday by the Prime Minister, we have established through the Department For The Secretary Of State For Health that because our products are predominantly used in the NHS and other healthcare and related environments, as well as in the Food preparation and processing industry, that we should continue manufacture and delivery of our products during this crisis, subject to certain conditions:

1. Only personnel directly involved with manufacture and distribution attend our factory.
2. All office staff other than manufacture supervisory / planning work from home
3. Those remaining at the factory strictly observe the Social Distancing guidelines.
4. Delivery drivers only to exit cabs to open doors / curtains and once again to close. They must remain in the cab whilst the customer’s staff offload.

Obviously we have other measures in place (as per our Update no.2), and we will comply with any future Government directive shoud the situation change.